Abstract. This paper analyzes the performance of a base station layout for a UMTS network in a densely populated city. The study is carried out using snapshot simulations of an actual city (Barcelona, Spain) with specific traffic and propagation profiles. A first layout is proposed in order to guarantee good coverage with a minimum number of base stations. This layout is approached taking into account the link budget analytical calculations and the first simulation results for a single-cell environment. A second layout is then presented in an attempt to solve the problems that arise in the first (e.g. shadows, blind zones, etc.). This is carried out by finely tuning parameters from the first layout, adding new base stations and changing the locations of the existing ones.
Introduction
A new feature of UMTS is higher user bit rates: 384 kbps on Circuit-Switched (CS) connections, and up to 2 Mbps on Packet-Switched (PS) connections. At the beginning of the UMTS era, most of the traffic will be voice, but the share of data will grow progressively. It is necessary to study the 3G radio network planning carefully, in order to fulfill the requirements for coverage, capacity and quality of service [1] .
Planning the Base Station (BS) layout in a city is a complex task since there are many constraints that make it difficult to locate antennas in the desired positions. This paper presents an approach to the layout problem by positioning BSs according to the Link Budget (LB) calculations carried out for the city of Barcelona. In a second step, the specific problems that arise from the first plan are taken into account. Only a long process of trial-and-error, which is beyond of the scope of this paper, can lead to an optimum trade-off between full coverage and low investment in BSs.
The goal of this study is to show the basics of the aforementioned trial-and-error process. Although only two steps are carried out in the paper due to space constraints, this two-stepsonly approach gives good results. With regard to capacity planning, simulations show how a slight improvement can be obtained by finely balancing the power share in the downlink (DL). However, the benefit obtained in terms of coverage does not carry through in terms of capacity.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the LB evaluation process. Section 3 introduces the snapshot simulation tool that was used to analyze the network. The simulator is used to verify the coverage and capacity results presented in Section 2. According to the results, the first BSs location plan for the city of Barcelona is drawn in Section 4. Slight modifications to the first plan improve the overall coverage greatly, while capacity problems relating to DL power sharing and interference cannot be solved.
This section presents UMTS radio network planning including capacity and coverage planning [2, 3] . In the dimensioning phase, the number of BS sites is estimated on the basis of the operator's requirements for coverage, capacity and quality of service. Capacity and coverage are closely related in W-CDMA networks [4] and must be considered simultaneously in the study.
Coverage Plan
In order to guarantee sufficient coverage and to limit costs by using the lowest possible number of BSs, it is important to position BSs at an optimal distance from each other. One can estimate this distance by computing the maximum losses that the UMTS signal suffers. This first approach to radio network planning is based on the analytical estimation of radio signal propagation. This process is known as the link budget [5, 6] and is independent from the simulation results presented in the following sections. Note that the simulation tool carries out its own calculations by means of propagation models that are better suited to the environment analyzed, and are hence more complex. The LB estimation is carried out using the OkumuraHata propagation model, in which the propagation losses (L OH ) in an urban scenario are computed as:
where d is the distance in kilometers. More details can be found in [7, 8] . Table 1 shows the cell coverage ranges (i.e. distance in meters) obtained from the uplink (UL) budget for an urban environment. A similar calculation is obtained (although it is not displayed in this paper) for different system loads and for different environments, since both have an impact on the cell range. Other parameters are set by the standard, e.g. the maximum power a Mobile Station (MS) can transmit depends on its class. The standard classifies four types of MSs, but Class 4, for which the maximum power is limited to 21 dBm, will be most used. Class 3 will be used for high data rate transmissions (384 kbps) only. Moreover, the bit rate of the communication directly settles the SIR target at the receiver and, consequently, has an impact on the sensibility of the BS. The fading margin groups a set of margins: log-normal and Rayleigh fading, soft handover and diversity gain, power-control, etc. It can be observed that, when considering a service with a higher data rate, the cell coverage decreases, unless a higher transmission power is used as in CS384. Depending on the services to be provided, the operator must establish minimum cell coverage (i.e. the coverage for the most constraining service) required in order to guarantee good coverage to every user. In the DL, the transmission power of the BS (20 W) is shared between all users. As higher bit rate communications need more power than low rate ones, the coverage range is highly sensitive to the cell load: the UL is coverage-limited (i.e. distance from the BS) while the DL is capacitylimited.
Capacity Dimensioning
W-CDMA systems are interference-limited: the link performance depends on the ability of the receiver to discern signal in presence of interference. The LB displayed in Table 1 is valid for 60% load only: in general, the coverage range depends on the cell load. It represents the capacity of the system to carry a specific traffic load (depending on the density of traffic and on the kind of services considered). In [3] , the authors present simulations with different traffic densities for a single BS environment that show how coverage decreases when load increases.
The second phase of dimensioning is estimating the amount of traffic supported per BS: we have to find an agreement between the maximum load inside a cell (i.e. the maximum number of simultaneous users for each service) and the number of traffic channels allocated to the BS [9] . In this process, only CS traffic has been taken into account, since PS services do not need circuit reservation. By estimating the traffic carried with a given GoS, which is represented here by the blocking probability, one could visualize PS services being provided during idle periods of CS traffic.
Cell ranges for each environment and load are estimated in the UL budget. We must ensure that the BSs DL power can be shared between all users and that this leaves a sufficient margin for efficient performance.
The Simulation Tool
The simulation program performs coverage analysis from a set of antennas in a specific traffic and propagation environment, from which it is possible to determine the coverage area of the layout under study. It also performs analysis of the traffic carried on maps that can be shaped by the user (i.e. the kind of services offered and traffic density for each service). By analyzing iterative snapshots of the system, the tool evaluates the average percentage of calls that the system can handle simultaneously.
Coverage Analysis
By working with propagation models that can be molded to the scenario, the simulator estimates the losses and generates a coverage map. In this way, it is possible to compute the BS coverage ranges by simulation [10] . In [3] , the authors presented the propagation model used for these simulations. It is an adaptation of the classic Okumura-Hata model in which the parameters are tuned to the specific scenario and topography characteristics of Barcelona. By performing propagation analysis, the simulator can draw maps in which colors represent the signal strength around the BS. Fig. 1 shows the coverage map around a tri-sectorial BS in the city of Barcelona. Black represents the signal of a power strength under -90 dBm. This corresponds to the out-ofcoverage area for this BS. Dark grey is where the strength remains between -90 and -80 dBm. This area extends to the bottom right-hand side, where the sea begins. As the signal moves away from the BS, it finds obstacles which can weaken its strength. We must determine the limits of the power strength in order to receive the communication correctly (i.e. signal-tointerference target). 
Traffic Analysis
The tool simulates a real environment in which each BS serves a specific number of users that request different services. It is possible to work with traffic maps in which the user specifies the Erlang quantity for each service and area. Table 2 shows the values that are commonly assumed in this kind of analysis. 
Monte Carlo Simulation
The simulator, based on the Monte Carlo approach, relies on the analysis of different snapshots of the system for a variety of conditions. For each snapshot, a number of users with various characteristics are planned in the system and randomly allocated throughout the area analyzed (with a uniform space distribution). Once the system has reached the desired convergence in terms of blocking probability (i.e. the number of dropped calls in the actual iteration converges to the average of all iterations), statistics and pictures describing the system are generated, since it is assumed that enough snapshots have been run in order to give a good statistical representation [2] .
BS Layout in the City of Barcelona
When planning the BSs layout in a real environment, it is important to know the coverage that a BS can provide in order to establish the optimum distances between sites. The authors first ran simulations in a single tri-sectorial site in order to check that the results from the analytical LB of Section 2 were accurate. The results were presented in [3] . There is a good agreement between the cell range simulation and the values listed in Table 1 . The multiple service case (i.e. voice and data users at all bit rates) was also analyzed. An important result is that high data rate services increase cell load and tend to decrease the GoS. In this paper, we present the results obtained when simulating a complete BS layout in Barcelona. Coverage problems can be solved by changing the layout, while capacity problems remain.
The First Layout
In the first plan, a regular pattern was followed when positioning BSs: the underlying is hexagonal with some necessary adjustments. Fig. 2 displays the position of the BSs in the city. Only two services, voice and CS64, were considered. The latter has a smaller coverage range, so this distance (i.e. the one for the most constraining service) was used in the plan. The area analyzed corresponds to the central area of the city of Barcelona, in which two different environments can be found: dense urban, corresponding to the center of the city, and urban, corresponding to the residential areas. In the first zone, we placed a greater number of BSs in order to carry a higher density of traffic. The related coverage map in Fig. 3 shows the signal strength for each point of the city. The lower right-hand side is where the sea begins (see Fig.  2 ), which is why there is good coverage even though there are no sites. The next step in the study is to analyze the system when giving service to voice users only. Table 3 shows the parameters used in this first simulation. The number of traffic channels is computed according to Erlang-B [11] , in order to limit the GoS to 2%. An extra 30% of the channels is allocated for handover purposes only. The report provided by the simulator in Table 4 shows that 97.7% of users can be served. 99.9% of all dropped users (i.e. 2.3% of the users attempted) is due to the Mobile ERP Limit (Equivalent Radiated Power). These users are concentrated in areas where coverage is not good. A negligible quantity of users cannot be served due to the CPICH Power Limit (Common PIlot CHannel). These users cannot receive the beacon sequences transmitted by the BSs correctly. In this first analysis, the limited power of the BSs can be efficiently shared between all users (i.e. 0% is dropped due to DPCH Power Limit, Dedicated Physical CHannel). The simulator allows the user to set the power limits for both the CPICH and DPCH, according to the recommendations given by the operator (in Section 4.2, an example of tuning these values is provided). The simulator analyzes snapshots of the system. By evaluating the power levels at each point, it can estimate the percentage of users that remain in one of the different handover (HO) situations. A high proportion of users (48.7%) is in a soft-HO with three different BSs (soft-soft HO); 29.2% is not in an HO, while 20.7% is in an HO with two BSs (soft HO). Small percentages of users remain in other soft-HO situations: 0.3% in softer HO, which is an HO involving two sectors of the same BS; 0.9% and 0.1% are in HO with two sectors of the same BS and another BS.
The next case study consists in the addition of 10% of CS64 data traffic. The parameters are shown in Table 5 . 
The Second Layout
The second layout (see Fig. 4 ) is an attempt to improve the system's performance when combining voice and CS64 data traffic. The coverage problems in the first plan were solved by tuning down-tilt and orientation of antennas, and by adding new BSs when necessary. (Table 7 ). The simulator reports that coverage problems were reduced (dropped calls due to the Mobile ERP Limit are now 0.4% of the dropped users, which in turn represent 5.1% of all attempted users), while problems with power sharing in the DL cannot be solved by merely changing the parameters of the antennas. Table 7 reports that 4.5% of users (88.8% of all dropped users) are dropped due to the DPCH power limit. This simulation also shows that a high proportion of users (55.1%) are in a soft-HO with three different BSs; 24.1% are not in an HO, while 18.7% are in a soft-HO with two BSs. While it was not possible to solve the power sharing problem by changing the layout of the BSs, the authors tried to perform new simulations after changing the limits of the power dedicated to DPCH and CPICH. As reported in Table 8 , it is possible to partially improve the performances: the system can now attend 96.6% of the users. We could try to tune these power limits further, but this would not be enough to solve the problems inherent to sharing a common resource between too many users and load. While providing the possibility for one user's signal to be recovered from different receivers in the UL, macrodiversity creates an overload in the DL since more than one BS has to provide a part of its limited power to just one user.
Conclusions
The problem of distributing UMTS base stations in a densely populated area was addressed through simulation analysis in a realistic scenario (the city of Barcelona, Spain). The LB was computed and checked against the single-cell case with excellent results. This is useful to validate the simulator against the model and to gain confidence in the simulation results that follow.
To illustrate the trial-and-error process needed in this kind of planning, a first distribution of BSs following the classical hexagonal pattern was evaluated. Several problems in coverage (i.e. shadows) and capacity were observed. The second layout introduces slight changes to the first and improves coverage. However, capacity results are very difficult to improve in this process. It is foreseen that this trend will not improve even if more trials are carried out.
